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Fracking Ordinance Development Program Continues in Cannon Township 

Gun Plain Charter Township Program Launches 

 

TRAVERSE CITY, MI – FLOW, the Great Lakes Basin’s only public trust policy 

and education center, will be traveling down state to both Cannon Township and 

Gun Plain Charter Township on June 19 to facilitate a three-part workshop on legal 

strategies to address the impacts of horizontal hydraulic fracturing, or “fracking.” 

FLOW will assist these townships, in Kent and Allegan Counties respectively, to 

develop protective ordinances to regulate activities and harms related to fracking. 

Additionally, on June 24, FLOW, in partnership with Dr. Chris Grobbel, will present 

a similar introductory program in Yankee Springs Township, Barry County; the 

event is open to the greater community and officials. 

 

In the morning of June 19, FLOW will return to Cannon Township to lead the 

second of this three-part workshop series. FLOW will facilitate the discussion and 

decision-making process to help Cannon Township leaders identify the ancillary 

fracking activities that are most important for their community to regulate. Township 

authorities and participating citizens will work to identify existing ordinances and 

craft new ordinances that are protective of land, air, and water impacts associated 

with fracking. Read the MLive article about the first meeting in Cannon here. 

 

In the evening of June 19, FLOW will launch the first of three workshops in Gun 

Plain Charter Township. In this workshop, FLOW will provide an educational 

overview about the process of fracking, potential risks, and what communities can 

actually do to protect against fracking. FLOW Executive Director Liz Kirkwood 

explains that the legal strategies in development through this program "include 

zoning and police power ordinances, moratoriums, bans, and Michigan 

Environmental Protection Act (“MEPA”), among others." 

 

FLOW was invited by the grassroots group Concerned Citizens of Barry County to 

give an educational introductory presentation about fracking to citizens and local 

leaders. Since the beginning of the year, FLOW has given more than half a dozen of 
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these presentations to groups and communities throughout the state of Michigan. As more meeting and 

presentations emerge, FLOW is spreading information and legal strategies in an effort to protect the Great 

Lakes Basin’s communities from the potential water, air, and land-use impacts of horizontal fracking. 

 

Horizontal fracking for oil and natural gas is exempt from many regulatory laws at both the federal and state 

levels, including the Clean Water and Safe Drinking Water Acts, the Great Lakes Compact and Michigan’s 

Water Withdrawal Act. These townships are setting a precedent by being the first in the state of Michigan to 

develop fracking regulation ordinances in consultation with FLOW. Despite zoning prohibitions to regulate 

drilling, construction production, and operation of oil and gas wells, townships still do maintain legal 

authority to regulate ancillary activities, including roads, truck traffic, pipelines, flow lines, gathering lines, 

location of wells, disclosure of chemical use, air pollution and more. Moreover, townships can rely on other 

sources of authority such as police power ordinances. 

 

# # # 

FLOW is the Great Lakes Basin's only public trust policy and education 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization. 

Our mission is to advance public trust solutions to save the Great Lakes. 


